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The Crypto-Squad become renegades when the U.S. Will they look for a brand-new purpose for
the group given that their own federal government has abandoned them and top quality them as

outlaws? Exiled, the group flees to Scotland's Loch Ness where one of their own is usually
kidnapped and tortured near Boleskine House, the old house of Aleister Crowley. Meanwhile, an
established local family attempts to awake a dangerous siren that lives deep in the frigid waters
of the loch, imprisoned there over a hundred years before by Crowley himself. Will they end the
ritual in time to avoid the siren from waking up and slaughtering the surrounding villages? Will

the Crypto-Squad pull together amid hardship and save Agent Ness from the clutches of The Sea
Hag? Will they be able to rescue The Mothman from a maximum-security prison known as The
Pit? government pulls the plug on the program and arrests The Mothman for crimes he didn't

commit. Featuring: Nessie, The Mothman, legions of Sasquatch troops, Jack Bunny Bam Bam, El
Chupacabra, and more legendary creatures from the Crypto-Squad!
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Crypto-Squad 4 : By Jason Brannon and Eric S Brown I simply finished this publication in one
day. Once again I was wishing for even more action and adventure in this 4th reserve in the
series of the Crypto-Squad. Simply my opinion. ANOTHER GOOD SHORT BOOK! I must say i love
the Crypto-Squad Series, and am looking towards enjoying a lot more adventures with these
hero's. This story definitely had an excellent plot and again these 2 authors have great chemistry
and compliment one another writing skills to format an excellent and thrilling browse. Thanks.
hopefully a lot more. High praise to Jason Brannon and Eric S Brown for these fantastic books.
Also I look forward to reading other books by these 2 authors. The individuals are neat and there
is absolutely no shortage of monsters. I recommend to everyone they are missing out on
whatever these 2 authors write together or various other books that they have written separately.
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Many thanks Marie Marks. But it certainly left the ending room to have significantly more
adventures like the first three books. Hello, The writer tells a good story. I wish they were full size
novels. I've definitely added 2 new authors to my reading list. I think you should it. It was written
in a very much shorter format then your Vol 1-3. I am looking towards the next tale of the Crypto-
Squad Series, &
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